What: One-month research project approved by a faculty member involving Critical Technology (including: CS, Data Science, Stat, STEM related data analysis, Info Tech, cyber, social media, quantitative modeling, etc.) – an expansion of a class project is encouraged

When: Summer 2019 – Project to cover at least a 6-week effort. Meeting and kick-off, June 3-4, 2019.

How Much/Many: Up to 30 stipends of $3,000 each for completion and written summary of project approved by a faculty mentor

Qualifications: Join Critical Technology Studies Program, be an undergrad or grad student, a US citizen, and participate in CTSP activities – such as engage in a poster and/or briefing opportunity, attend the April 9-10 UNM Security Symposium, etc.

Apply: Contact CTSP office in ECE 137 for application or go to nssp.unm.edu for more information and/or application on the CTSP program and summer project